**1200°F / 648°C ExhaustGuard™ Fire Protection Removable Blanket and Shield Insulation Systems for Mine Equipment Engine Exhaust Components:**

*For Mufflers, Silencers, Turbo Chargers, Elbows, Flex Pipes, Straight Pipes and Flanges*

- Provides fire protection from fluid leaks and burst fuel and oil lines from contacting hot engine exhaust components.
- Two versions: ExhaustGuard Mine and MineXT. Mine version has a stainless inner liner to help prevent fluids from soaking the insulation layer. MineXT provides a stainless mesh outer cover to protect the outer fabric layer from tears and punctures.
- Meets MIL-I-24222; USCG 164.009; ASTM E84; UL 2200.
- Suitable for gasoline & diesel reciprocating engines.
- Custom made to form fit components.
- Removable blanket sections are assembled with either locking wire or spring clips connecting the hook fasteners that are mounted on the blankets.
- Collar system helps to prevent liquids from entering section gaps.